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flx)therefore m f(x)< M for all values ofx 
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1.6. Theorem (Fundamental Theorem of Calculus). 

If f)is continuous in a, band F) = \fx)dr then F'(x) exist an Flx)= f)for all values ofx in la, b]. Proof is beyond the scope of this book. Note. The above theorem connects integrals (definite integral ) a and
deri vatives. This theorem is so important that it is named Fundamen 
theorem of Calculus.. This is an independent discovery of Leibnitz a 
Newton which started the mathematical developments that fuelea 
scientific revolution and constitutes the most important computationo 

and 

hat fueled the definite integral. This can be found from the next theorem nameu 
Fundamental theorem of Integra Calculus which is nothing but a simple 

mputation of 

consequence of above. 
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1.7. FundamentalTheorem of Integral Calculus. 
Let Sx) be a continuous function in a, bl and F(x) be another

d 
function such thatF(x)} = /(x) then 

oe-F(b)- Fla) = |F(«) 
a 

Proof. Since f(x) is continuous so it is integrable in a, b. So it is 

integrable in a, t also, by Theorem I of Art 2.4. 

d 
Let Gt)= flx) dr. ThenG)=/) [by a previous theorem) 

dt 
a 

F)-GO)-{PO}Go}=s)-10-0 dt 

Ft-G{)= C (a constant) 

or, Ft)= G)+C 

F(b)- Fa) = Gb)+ C-Ga)- C = G{b)-G(a) 

- -sl = |srhr -0=|sh 
a 

Corollary. If Flx)= |f dr then xrde =/Fl»)] 

Note. (1) In fact this Corollary shows how to evaluate definite 

integrals. Simply findfxdxand then find the difference of its value at 

a and b. 

(2) In the above theorem the function F(x) is called Primitive of flx) 

Illustration. rdx = 4 4 

1.8. Limit of Sum represented by definite integral. 

The definition of definite integral as limit of sum enables us to evaluate 

the limit of sum of n term as n> 0. 


